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How do you handle an
overwhelming
workload in the middle
of a labor shortage,
while reducing billing
errors?

Simple (for us): by automating
repetitive, manual tasks wherever
you can.

Robotic process automation (RPA)
has become critical to helping
healthcare revenue and billing
teams keep up with their workloads,
process more claims, and eliminate
the error rate for time-consuming,
critically important work.

Automation has taken hold rapidly
in the last year in Europe, and
America is quickly following suit. In
just the last year, the number of
large healthcare organizations in the
UK who have an automation
strategy increased by nearly 40%.

As the healthcare hiring problem
puts increased fatigue on these
critical human workers, automation

is becoming more than a
nice to have – it's essential
to keeping up. 

According to the Council
for Affordable Quality
Healthcare (CAQH), the
industry could save an
additional $16.3 billion –
and that's not even
counting the savings
automation has already
provided in healthcare.

But what is RPA?

Robotic process
automation, or RPA, is
automation software that
handles tedious, manual
digital tasks and transfers
the work of a human
worker, to a digital one.
RPA saves healthcare
teams time and money,
while enhancing
productivity by allowing
billing and coding
specialists to put more
face-time into human-to-
human billing support and
patient services, and less
into software and billing
dashboards.

https://thoughtfulautomation.com/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1223613/state-of-healthcare-automation-worldwide/
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What are digital
workers?

RPA IS A GAME-
CHANGER FOR
REVENUE CYCLE
TEAMS

A digital worker is a software robot
that never sleeps, never takes time
off, and never gets burned out.

These workers are essentially a bit of
custom programming that lives
inside of your systems, clicking on
links, importing data, sending
emails, and even reading
documents, with absolute precision.

To demonstrate just how
widespread RPA’s
usefulness is in revenue
cycle management, we’ve
compiled a list of real-life
examples of RPA helping
organizations reduce cost,
save time, stay competitive,
and reduce errors.

https://thoughtfulautomation.com/
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#1 – Primary & secondary claims

Healthcare workers know better than anyone that their systems are
difficult to connect, and that there's almost never a process that
stays only in one system. Submitting primary claims can be a tedious
process, and errors can slow down payments, resulting in billing
errors for the patient.

Custom healthcare automation software is now able to handle even
the most complex primary and secondary claims processes from
start to finish, transferring data between billing and claims, and even
scanning EOBs using optical character recognition technology.

6 GAME-
CHANGING RPA
USE CASES FOR
HEALTHCARE
ORGANIZATIONS

#2 – Eligibility checking

Checking for coverage eligibility is a fully manual process in most
cases, that can involve logging into multiple systems, verifying
records, and then exporting that data to another system.

The great news is that a digital worker is able to log in to multiple
systems and conduct these eligibility checks from start to finish,
even if every portal is different. Since these automations are
configured by human process designers, we're able to create a 

https://thoughtfulautomation.com/
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#3 – Payment posting

Once primary and secondary claims have been processed, it is a
long and tedious process to confirm the patient responsibility
amount and ensure it adheres to what's allowable in the EOB. 

These disparate systems create tons of back and forth, and plenty of
room for error that can result in over or under-billing the patient.

Custom automation solutions are configured to address even this
complex process, and complete each step with full accuracy, in
exponentially less time than a human worker. These digital workers
can even be configured to handle zero pays and orphan claims
automatically.

When patient responsibility payments are made, a digital worker is
able to cross-check that against the account in a system like
WayStar, and then update the record in a electronic medical records
program like Central Reach, ensuring records are matched and
reconciled quickly and with complete accuracy. 

Where there are several disparate systems, we know from
experience that there is almost certainly a massive effort involved in
generating reports from those separate data sources.

You know what you need, and when you have a digital workforce,
we can program those digital workers for you to go into those
systems and grab those data points, plugging things like ERA lists

digital worker to replicate the workflow of a human with perfect
execution.

#4 – Dashboard reporting

https://thoughtfulautomation.com/
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Adjustments for non-billable services usually means a human worker
going through lines on billing statements manually to adjust those
payment amounts.

The digital worker will select the lines of non-billable services which
need to be adjusted, such as meal breaks or provider cancellations,
and update the record so the patient or payor isn't responsible for
the amount.

#6 – Scrubbing

The sheer volume of work done in medical billing makes this line of
work incredibly susceptible to human error – because humans
weren't designed to live inside of spreadsheets and do work with
100% precision.

But digital workers are perfect for the manual, tedious, and critically
important work of scrubbing. Using any set of rules your team does,
digital workers can correct billing discrepancies in your software,
such as duplicates, incorrect modifiers and service codes, and even
flag a human worker down when it's time to pass something off to
billing.

#5 – Adjustments

and claims summaries directly into a spreadsheet file, and
generating those reports automatically for you.

https://thoughtfulautomation.com/


Contact Sales

FIND THE RIGHT RPA
SOLUTION FOR YOUR TEAM

We build custom automations within your existing
systems that help revenue cycle run more
efficiently.

Schedule a demo with Thoughtful Automation to
learn more about our pioneering automation-as-a-
service model, and get a plan for your team.

https://www.thoughtfulautomation.com/book-a-meeting

